
Sawtry Village Academy Newsletter Winter 2017 

This term has been one of significant celebration for the Academy; not only have we 
received confirmation that our summer 2017 examination results were the best 
ever attained at the school, but they also placed us amongst the top performing 
schools in Cambridgeshire. 

Our summer 2017 year 11 students managed to exceed the national average in 
terms of student progress and this placed us at number 8 in the county for progress 
made.  This is an exceptionally impressive achievement and is testament to the hard 
work of the students, staff and parents.  The success did not stop with year 11; our 
post 16 summer examination results also exceeded previous years and our sixth 
form is now considered to be in the top 10% of best performing sixth forms in the 
country for student progress. 

We are never complacent and continue to strive for excellence across all year 
groups.  For the first time year 9 started their GCSE courses a year early and already 
there are indications that suggest they have responded very well to this new       
curriculum opportunity. Year 8 students have demonstrated good progress from 
their entry points and with careful monitoring and support continue to 
achieve.  Guided Pathways for year 8 will start in earnest after the Christmas period 
to prepare them for their KS4 programmes of study selection. 

Year 7 have settled in well, with many taking opportunities to support the Year 6 
Open Evening in early October.  The evening was a huge success and visitors had 
nothing but compliments for the student helpers on the evening. 

Post 16 have engaged well with the activities of the term so far and it has been real-
ly pleasing to see so many of them involved with the broader life of the Academy, 
including attendance at events and support for younger students. 

Already we have been very active within the local community with activities and 
fund raising for local and national charities. Children in Need came and went with 
an impressive £970.72 raised by the students on the day.  We continue to actively 
support the Sawtry Food Bank and for Armistice Day we held our own                   
Remembrance Service at the front of school.  Representatives from the British    
Legion and local community attended and were given the opportunity to see       
students who are members of local Cadet Forces parade as part of the service. The 
Science department have been busy with their own fund raising and this has raised 
a massive £5499 through the first ever SVA Science quiz and through generous   
donations  
including a significant sum from Safapac Ltd.  The Admiral Wells in Holme also com-
pleted some fund raising for SVA with a Conker Contest which enabled them to  
donate £285 to the Technology department.  We also held another Make a       
Difference (MAD) day to start addressing issues with our gardens, many thanks to 
the staff and parents who supported this task. 

 

Spring term  

4 January to 29 March 

Half term: 

12 February to 16 February 

Summer term  

16 April to 20 July 

May Day :7 May 

Half term: 

28 May to 1 June  

Training  days for staff only 

23 and 24 July 2018. 

Key dates  Spring Term: 

4 Jan Yr11 & 13 (2017) Cert. 

Evening  

22 Jan Yr12 Achievement Eve. 

25 Jan Yr.11 Parents Evening 

1 Feb Guided Pathways Eve. Yr8 

8 Feb  Yr.12 Parents Evening 

1 March Yr.8 Parents Evening 

15 March Yr.10 Parents Evening 

29 March Yr.7 Parents Evening 

For up to date information on activities at the Academy 
please see our website www.sawtryva.org or follow us 
on Facebook.com/sawtryva.org, or follow us on Twitter. 
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SVA Encore update 

Autumn term is always a busy one.  During September we had 20 new 
members join our Monday Session Six, many new year 7s got involved 

or came to try it out. 

Our new stage curtains arrived and have been hung up in the hall. The    
curtains were purchased with the funds raised by the Musicathon in April 
2017. 

We had UROCK visit and provide our students with a drama workshop; 
many of our members have since joined their group on a Saturday which 
takes place in the Hampton Shopping centre, this is in addition to them 
participating in SVA Encore. 

During October we had a visit from West End performer Lauren Stroud; Lauren has been in Wicked and Hairspray 
and next year will star in Strictly Ballroom in London.  Lauren gave the students an opportunity to participate in a      
2-hour Wicked workshop focusing on singing and dance.  By the end of the session students performed ‘Loathing’ 
from the show, to the official dance routine!  In addition to this we also supported the Science department quiz night 
during the music round; this involved students singing songs as part of the quiz. 
 
Our half term trip was  to see the Addams Family, 41 students and 4 staff headed to Milton Keynes on the Friday of 
half term to see this touring show.  It was a great evening and both students and staff thoroughly enjoyed it. This 
month we formed a link with Sawtry Junior Academy, launching Encore JNR.  Our students will visit the Junior     
Academy monthly and run a drama/performing workshop with them.  
 
The Christmas production, A Christmas Carol, with a modern twist went well despite some technical issues with 
sound. 
 

The Cambridge Partnership 

The Cambridge Partnership Initial Teacher Training Provider are based at The Tony Robinson Centre, Sawtry Village 
Academy.  They have organised a recruitment information evening due to take place at Nene Park Academy on  
Tuesday 16th January 2018. 
 
This event will run from 6pm - 8pm and is an informal evening.  It will start with a presentation from the Director, 
Nick Olley explaining the routes into teaching, what qualifications you need, how to apply and funding /
bursary guidance.  Following this there will be a chance for potential candidates to ask any questions. 
 
Anyone interested in training to become a teacher is welcome. People do not have to book to attend, they can just 
turn up, however, should they require any information ahead of the evening they can contact our main email       
address, info@thecambridgepartnership.co.uk or email ncelentano@thecambridgepartnership.co.uk 
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New Building Strong Future 

Our New Building, Strong Future Campaign was launched in September 2017 and seeks to secure capital funding to improve the 
quality and condition of our buildings.  We have estimated that the Academy requires in excess of £5million to close down two 
blocks of classrooms and replace with a new building and to help refurbish the remaining buildings, including extensive          
replacement of windows and doors.  The illustration gives a concept of what we aim to build. 

On the 5th December the Academy was awarded a cash boost of £2 million by the Children's and Young Persons Committee and 
this will enable us to firm up our building plans in the New Year.  With support from CMAT, who will contribute a further £1.5 
million, our new building will become a reality.  However, we still require a further £1.5 million to refurbish the rest of the site. 
CMAT does not hold this level of financial reserve and as such we continue to request your support to secure additional funding 
from external sources.  The easiest form of support is signing our online petition, a link can be found on the Facebook page or 
SVA website, however, if you feel you would be willing to write to our local MP, Shailesh Vara, that would be greatly                
appreciated.  Details of what to write and where to send it, along with other information relevant to the campaign are detailed 
on our New Building, Strong Future Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/newbuildingstrongfuture and our website 
http://www.sawtryva.org/about-sawtry/new-building-strong-future/ 
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Blood Brothers review 
On Friday 20th October we had a visit from Sean Jones who is an actor in the Blood Brothers production which some of our year 
10 and 11 students went to see on the 18th October.  
Lucy Johnson Year 10 A-HSC 

I have enjoyed acting and singing for a long time and I found the talk very inspirational. I am very glad that we got to ask        

questions about Blood Brothers because the actor (Sean Jones) got to voice his opinions on the play, which will come in very 

handy for exams. To have read the book beforehand helped in asking  the  appropriate questions that are beneficial to me. I 

asked him what he thought was the most important song in the play and why, he replied the song ‘My Child’  he then explained 

why. Sean also did an acting segment and people had the opportunity to go up to the front and take part in the scene, it was 

very entertaining. The scene that he performed was when Mickey and Eddie meet, which resulted in Sean running off, leaving us 

all laughing. Overall, it was a very enjoyable and unforgettable experience, I am very grateful to have been given the               

opportunity. Hopefully other year groups will have a similar experience as it is very beneficial. 

French Residential Trip 2017 
On 8-11th November our Modern Foreign Languages department organised a trip for year 10 and 11 

French students. The MFL department took 23 students on a 4 day residential trip to Picardy.     

Students stayed at the Château du Broûtel.  They all enjoyed the opportunity to practise their 

French skills in an authentic setting, gaining confidence for their forthcoming GCSE examination. 

They learned more about French life and culture, through a number of excursions. During their stay, 

students experienced a variety of activities in a unique French speaking environment and followed a 

programme which support their GCSE studies. Activities included visiting a French market with the 

opportunity to conduct interviews with French speakers, making a French dish supervised by a 

French chef, a trip to a beautiful  historical French town called Amiens, a trip to Nausicaā Sea Life 

Centre and a visit to a local bakery, where students made croissants and were also shown how 

bread is made. The trip was fantastic and our students were brilliant, showing enthusiasm and     

resilience. We are very proud of them and wish them every success with their French examination. 

Bravo! 

Sociology & Psychology 
Year 9 have made a great start to GCSE courses getting to grips with complex theories and they are embracing this challenge. 

This has offered some great opportunities though to really think about how complex ideas can be made accessible to younger 

students. Recently the Yr9 Sociologists have been exploring consensus and conflict theories of society, they have had a great 

time building models of society using paper cups, straws, post it notes and cotton buds. Students have been illustrating the 

Functionalist and Marxist views of society although they don’t realize it; that will come later in 

the course.  

Meanwhile they are really getting to grips with what the words ‘consensus’ and ‘conflict’ really 

mean. In fact, they have had so much fun doing this there’s no reason why the 6th form        

Sociologists can’t give it a go as well. Mr Hill has already planned to do something similar in 

Psychology and it’s a great way to get ‘hands on’ with what would otherwise be just abstract 

ideas. 
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Maths 
You are probably good at many parts of Maths but you do not think about it.   
Doubling a recipe? Fractions! Quilting? Geometry! How many sandwiches/cakes 
for your party? Multiplication/division! How many pages until the exciting conclu-
sion of a book? Subtraction!  
And when going out, how much petrol will this road trip cost? Algebra!  
Year 8 students are learning the laws of arithmetic's, year 9 are solving equations, 
whilst year 10s are looking at listing strategies. 
Year 11 have mock exams which will begin at the end of November.  Mock exams 
ensure students practice effective revision strategies, to improve their knowledge, 
to familiarise themselves with pressure and act as a guide moving forward. 

Media 

This term, Media and Film students have been conducting a range of different 
projects to begin their new courses. Year 10 have been studying Sitcoms. They 
have used scenes from the IT Crowd in order to learn how to analyse sound,   
camera, editing and mise-en-scene. Year 11 completed their media coursework 
project which involved creating an original CD cover on Photoshop. They have 
now moved on to studying Action-Adventure movies for their exam. We have 
started a new popular Session Six for year 9s, in which students learn how to   
apply movie SFX Make-up. There has been lots of fake-blood and pretend wounds to behold!  

Music 

Year 7 are working in groups using keyboards to layer three parts of music together in order 
to create Medieval Music. Year 8 are working on Film Music. They are currently studying 
James Bond leitmotifs, which is a recurrent theme throughout a musical composition. Some 
students have been taught how to play the bass guitar part by Thomas Gane.  Year 9       
students have formed bands and are working on ensemble skills. There are acapella vocal 
groups and bands playing guitars, keyboards, drums and base guitar.  

As part of the GCSE Music course, Key Stage 4 students have been learning about the con-
ventions of popular music and have recently been studying rock anthems. A few year 10 and 
11 students have joined forces over several lunchtimes to create a rock anthem                
performance which was featured in the Christmas Show in December.  

Report from Ermine House Captains. 
We have had a very busy year so far. As well as revising for our mock exams, we have been actively involved within      
Ermine. We meet every two weeks with Mr Mace to discuss any relevant issues that may affect other students or the 
school. We take it in turns to take the minutes of the meeting which is helping us to develop our communication skills and 
our understanding of how organisations carry out meetings. 
Our most recent activity has been to put together a petition for all Ermine students to sign. We feel very strongly about 
the poor condition of our school buildings and we wanted to demonstrate this through getting the signatures of other 
students in Ermine who feel the same way. Hopefully our petition might help to influence the government to give the 
school the funding required to make big changes to our school environment. Although some of us might have left Sawtry 
VA by the time improvements might be made, we still felt it was important that we try to make a difference for future 
students. 
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It is a busy, stimulating and exciting learning environment in the Art Department. Each KS3 class are studying different topics 

to build their knowledge, skills and explore three different projects.  

Currently year 7 are studying Rainforests, year 8 are creating African inspired ceramic masks and year 9 and 10 are learning 

about responding to the seminal Cubist movement. Year 11 are preparing for their Mock exam and our Sixth Form are    

working hard exploring ‘Natural World’ or their ‘Broken, Torn, Threadbare’ theme.  We are excited by each student’s       

progress, work hard and you will see the results! 

Summer 2017, SVA celebrated entries to the Royal Academy of Arts A-level Summer Exhibition Online, 

Sarah Watson became one of Britain’s best young artistic talents. Only 49 pieces of Art were selected 

from over 2,400 submissions for the Royal Academy A-level Summer Exhibition Online. A showcase of 

Britain’s best young artistic talent. 

The Art department are delighted that Rebecca Wood (year 10 GCSE Art) has had her design chosen for the 
Sawtry Village Churches Christmas Card. Students were asked to create the SVA logo and represent the 
festive theme of ‘No room at the Inn’. 

Sawtry VA Article by George Lankfer 

On the 17th of November, Sawtry Sixth Form had a fantastic assembly. The assembly started with a business man called Martin 

Steele who is the co-founder of Safapac Holdings Ltd. This is a company that specialises in industrial chemistry and have recent-

ly been making all kinds of products such as fertilisers for crops that they sell to farmers in China and across Europe. The reason 

they are here is because this company found the school to be outstanding and they have helped fund a lot of science equip-

ment that the school desperately needed.  

Martin was an interesting man who had a good story to tell, which was a very good life lesson. He talked about how he only 

scraped through A-levels however, he was at a party and started talking to people and came across a man who talked about a 

new company that works in the field of chemistry. He was interested in this company so asked for a summer job, which he 

quotes “was one of the best experiences of my life”, this is because it gave him a lot of knowledge and understanding within 

this field of work and business, so much so that he decided to co-found a new company.  

Safapac Holdings Ltd. is very successful, and it is all because the company is based on respect, not just with the customers but 

with other staff members, as well as hard work and determination, which he believes makes you successful in life. He then, with 

Mrs Garrod, called out and congratulated names of hardworking students who, in their GCSEs, exceeded all expectations and 

are now studying science at A-level or BTEC.  

The students were; Jake Smith who received the physics award, Megan Childs the biology award, Emma Hunt the chemistry 

award and Kathryn Paternoster the BTEC Science award. Katie Wright was given the award for achievement against adversity. 

Each student received a certificate and an award of £100 Amazon vouchers for their fantastic achievements at GCSE. Jake Smith 

said it was unexpected, but was delighted to have done so well. Megan Childs was very grateful as she was rewarded for all her 

hard work, not just in science but other subjects such as Spanish. Emma Hunt was also surprised, but was very glad to have all 

her hard work noticed. Kathryn Paternoster was very excited as the school had notice the achievements she had made. All of 

them were satisfied and proud of their results and how well they did, but the reward only made it more satisfying. They all truly 

deserved a reward for all their hard work as they are hardworking and fantastic students. This assembly showed just how much 

progress the students make, especially in the field of science, which is the reason why Safapac has given a lot of equipment to 

this school. This school shows just how amazing it is with every set of exam results revealed and shows the  

determination and hard work which most of our students have in common. 

Art and Science 
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Students Meet Experts at the Knitting and Stitching Show. 

An excellent day was had by all at the GCSE and A Level Textiles students who visited the 

annual ‘Knitting and Stitching Show’ on 12th October at Alexandra Palace in London. 

Each student on the trip had the unique opportunity to view many world class pieces and 

textile collections close-up and meet with the actual Textile Artists. This gave students first-

hand experience to learn about new practices and techniques from the experts which they 

could later apply to their own work. Mrs Gilbert and Mrs McKay said after the visit “the stu-

dents’ behaviour was exceptional and we look forward to the write ups and seeing them put 

their learning into practice”. Thank you to everyone who made this trip so enjoyable and 

informative.       Freya Wallington year 11 Textiles Student  

Model and decision making in Geography  

Mr. Pink, Head of Geography, gave this update: “It’s been a busy term with many year 7s 

having studied tectonic hazards, what causes them, how they affect people and what can 

be done to manage them. Class 7A were set homework to make models showing the 

earth’s structure and as our photos show their efforts were magnificent. Mrs. Saunders’ 7S 

class recently made models of volcanoes and a very enterprising student even made one 

from a cake - very nice and tasty it was too! A further task was to make decisions about 

how to manage the Montserrat volcanic eruption and come up with a hazard map and a 

plan.  

India Walton-Salmon 
Vice-Captain  

Jacob Lancaster 
 Vice-Captain  

Jessie Howes 
House Captain  

Sam Brown 
House Captain  

I was very proud to be 
elected House Captain 
of Saints as I enjoy rep-
resenting my peers and 
younger students in 

the school . 

Hi, my name is Jacob 
Lancaster and I think 
that being a Vice-
Captain is a great 
opportunity because 
you get to meet new 
people in Saints.  

My main reason for 
wanting to be a 
House Captain was 
so that I could in-
spire and help stu-
dents in the younger 
years  

I became a Vice-Captain 
so that I could become 
more involved with the 
Senior Leadership and 
develop my team work-

ing skills. 

Saints House Captain Team 2017- 2018  
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We are now well into the school year. It was great to welcome back so many new year 12s, 

who are getting to grips with studying their post-16 courses. For year 13s, university      

applicants have been busy developing their personal statements and applying to             

universities (some have already received several offers), whilst others are thinking about 

apprenticeships. It’s been a good start to the academic year and we have been impressed 

by their mature approach to study.  

Geography Trip 
On Friday 22nd and Monday 25th September, year 13 Geographers ventured to the sea-side town of Sheringham as part of 
their coursework.  Students were given the choice whether to undertake an investigation surrounding human geography 
or physical geography and gather data for their coursework in the bustling town of Sheringham or at the famous coastline 
of the town.  Under the supervision of Mr Pink, the trip took place over  two days which allowed students to collect all    
necessary data required for their non-examined assessment. 

 
Although very much a compulsory school trip, the two days were nonetheless          
enjoyable, with students working together to develop their teamwork skills, organisa-
tion skills and communication skills.  They were given the opportunity to work with 
students who they perhaps had never worked with before, enabling new friendships & 
sharing of views. They carried out specific fieldwork techniques such as beach profiling 
for coastal investigations whilst others consulted with some local residents to gather 
data for their human investigation.   
 

London Institute of Banking and Finance 
 
In October, the LIBF (London Institute of Banking and  

Finance) delivered an assembly to our Sixth Form (and 

selected year 11s).  The theme was to highlight the im-

portance of financial awareness but also the exceptional 

performance of our current year 13 Financial Studies stu-

dents.  Out of 600 schools who study the Certificate in 

Financial Studies, our students’ performance was in the 

top 1%.  77% of students attained either an A* or an 

A.  These students received formal recognition for out-

standing achievement from the LIFB - Tom Brooks, Jordan 

Redhead, Jamie Partis-Nelson, Dan Seaman, Lewis Pereira, 

Josh Gadd, Lewis Wright, Ryan Whitmore and Will Firman. 

 

Duke of Edinburgh Gold  by Morgan Davis 
 
On 29th October our DofE group journeyed out to Ferry 

Meadows to go canoeing. Eight intrepid adventurers canoed 

for about five hours through the nearby lakes and rivers; 

and, thanks to the help of Mr Pink, learned a series of     

techniques that we could use to succeed at canoeing and 

prepare us for our trip to Wales. We learned how to paddle 

the boat as a pair and communicate with our partners, as 

well as how to work as a group to lift our canoes out of the 

water and back. 

Once we were in the water, we had a few practice elements 

to learn, and to do this we went on a short trip around the 

small lake surrounding the sports centre, then, after a short 

break, we proceeded to navigate our way through the rivers 

and streams learning how to deal with their currents and 

shallow waters. 

Overall the day was a great learning experience for everyone 

involved and helped us gain our footing in a canoeing      

environment. 

We’d like to thank Mr Bridgeman, Mr Wilson & Mr Pink. 
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